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                     1.. Definitions and ftotations

   Let 2]a. be a giver} iRfinite series with the sequence of partial sums {s.}.

Let {P.]･ be a sequence of constants, real or complex, and !et us write
                                                              '

                 "P. :"' Pe -lun Pi +'I- ''' 'amlbn, P-i = P-i =' O･

   The sequence-to-sequence transforrnation:

                  tn= il};A..,,p,i-y sp (pn N' o) a>

defines the sequence {t.} of N61und means of the sequence {s.}, generated by

the sequence of coefficients ･[p.)･. The series IZ] a. .is said to be suminable

      l)
(N, P,,) to the sumsif limt. exits and is equal to s, and is said to be abso-
                     Vl-,oo
lutely summable (N, P.>, or summable ilV, P.I if the sequence {t.} is of bounded

variatioR that is
       '

                         IE]ltn 'um tn-il < co,

                          n

or symbolicaliy {t.} E BV.

   In the special case in which P. == 1, the (IV, P.) mean reduces to the familiar

(C, 1) mean.

   Also, the sequence-to-sequence transformation:

                       1
                   Yn ::nv:L MIErm(Sn-1 mF Sn)J IZ )kr" O, S-1 E'l:O (2)

defiRes the sequence {y.} of the (Y)-means of the sequence {s.}. '
                                         2)   The series Xa. is said to be summable (Y) to the sum s if limy, exists

                                                         Vl---oo
and is equal to s, and is said to be absolutely summable (Y), or summablelY]

if the sequence {y.} is of bounded variation. ' ･
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    Now, we definie the sequence-to-sequence transformation:

                       iln =: ziis-;, ;I.il, ppsp (Pn ie o)･ (3)

    The series Za. is said to be summabie (Nrm, p.>i)to the sum s if lim T.

                                                                ItrmEoo
exists and is equal to s, and is also said to be absolutely summable (]V, P.), or

summable I?V, P.l if the sequence {tmm,1} is of bounded variatioR, that is

                          Xi l]i ww -tMn-iI < co,

                           '}i

or symbolically {t.} Eii BU

    The product of the <N, P.) matrix with a (C, 1) matrix defines the matrix

<N, P.).(C, 1). Thus the (N, P.).(C, 1) matrix is given by

                      d.,-=--pl7,tt/.,.gF'1'

   The series Xa. is said to be absolutely summable (1-V, P.).(C, 1), or

summableI(IV, P.).(C, 1)i if the sequence {u.} is of bounded variation, where

                   un==tl.llodnksk==ft,telovP+'itl.osk'

   Then, the absolutely summabie (N, P.).(Y), or summablel(Nua, P.)･(Y)[ is

defined in the same way.

   Let .f<t) be a periodic function with period 2z and integrable in the sense

of Lebesque over (O, 2n) and let its Fourier series be
                                                   '

            f(t) '"' ]ll-ao +,£:.i (an cos nt + bn sin nt) =' t/I.ill.n, An (t)･

We write

                 1
            g(t) =:-s{.fKx+ t) + .fKx- t)}; g}:i:(t) == go(t> -s;

                   A,:(t) == -IL(s.-s), n := i, 2, 3,･'',

                          n

          tl
where s. ==iZ] Ak(t) and s is an appropriate number independent of n.

         k=-O
   Finaliy, as usuai, K denotes a positive constant not necessarily the same

at each occurrence.
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                           2. Introduction

   Concerning the IN, P.I-summabjlity of the series associated with a Fourier

series, that is ZA,f(x), H. P. Dikshit proved the fol!owing:

             3)   Theorem D. Ilf Ig":(t)Ilt is integrable in (O, n) and {P.} is a positive sequence

                                )Z oosuch that {(n + 1)P./P.} e BZ {P.-i E Pk!(fe + 1)} E BZ then ZA,r <x) is

                               fe == e n =-.1
szammable llV, P.l･

   In the part I of this note, we shall show that the same holds true in the

summability IN, P.I of such a Fourier series.
            a)   U. Kakkar has obtained a number of results concerning the absolute

summability of the iteration prodttct.

   In the part II of this note, we shall give that some analogous results are

true in the summability IN, P.[.

                              3. Partl

   We state our result as follows:

   Theorem 1. lf lg"(t)ilt is inte.grable i･n (O, n> and {P.} is a Positive seqzeence

sztch that

                                    lt            {(n + 1>Pn!Pn}EE BV, {P,t-'2] Pkl(k + 1)}E BV,

                                    k=:O

     oothen XA,f (x) is summable IN, P.I.

    n==1
   We require the following lemma for tke proof of our theorem 1.

   Lemma. if {P.} is a Positive sequence such that {(n + 1>P./P.} E BVI

      tl
{P.-i X Pkf(k + l)} E BV, then uniformly in o<t ;s{. rr,

     fe.=o

                   teq.,-pum.'p"L';:..,IX.,eZ-ri'sin(k+i/2)t<K.

   For the proof, reader should refer to the authur's note C5) in the "Refer-

ences" shown below.

                          ca
   Proof of theorem 1. For £A,:(x) we have
                          n=:1

                 trmn=: 'lil;;/, ttloPkSi: -- tt', tt/o(Pn nt Pk-i)Ah*(x),

where



                        k                    sk J XA.* (x).
                       n==1
Therefore, we have

    nyi -JZIn"i == m)l;;r, ttt',(Pn ww Pk-i)Ak"<x) wwpl-,1 ,i (Pn-i - Pk-i)Afe"(x)

         =:ttt',A' (X)- rmillJ, tt/, Pk-'Ak' (X) - l.,i Ak' (") + p,1,-, ISi PkHiAk' (X)

         == A,: (X) + (]ifT.1:-, rm ti ) 1£.,Pk'iAig (x> - -pli;,T Pn-i A,: (x)

         == L2'i, A'IS (X) + p.-Piti.' ]ll.lij=,i Pk`"'A' (X)`

                  6)But, It is easy to see that

              A,: (x) = f. S," g*(t> Sin(,kiit/i2/2)tdt.

Hence, we have

   II-"Zl-i - {l;'it ii.T S," g"(t)Ei'Ilg[n (i'U. +tf21/2)tdt {- ;!I g'ge (t) ',Zii nvp.mP;i p. Pk--i-iimDk(t) dt

    -=m f+ 1, say,

where

       D, (t> =Sin8.nlfi2f2)t == -ll- -y cost+ cos 2t +･･･+ cos kt.

Obviously, in order to prove the theorem 1, we have to establish that

              £ itopn --Zn-i l;S; iZ) Vl + Z VI < co'

              n }l Jt
Under the hypotheses of the theorem, we have

             21F,] li[ i:Sl -ill-¥ nPp'i.Sg lSD 11(`)l ,i.tt12 d`
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Let us write

Then, we

Thus,

ocr (n, t)

have, by lemma,

   Ig(n, t)I < co,

we obtain

oo

£ IA iSl
n=1

  oo-2
  n=1

n

'f';n11Il'iii Pk.1 ･

   sm le

uniformly in

i p,I *(t)l t/2

sin t/2

(k + 1/2)t.

O<t ;$ n.

Consequently, collecting the

o

above

lg(n, t)ldt <oo.

estimations we obtain

lll]ll;,

it

m tn-1l < oe1

that is,

co

ZA".(x) is
n==1

summable [Ar, p.i･

This completes tlae proof of our tlteorem 1.

                            4. Part ll
          2)
   O. Szasz obtained a number of results concerning (Y)-summability.
                7)
Recently K. Ishiguro has also obtained some results for (Y)-summability.

   In what follows, we shall prove a yesult concerning the summability lN, P.I.

   Theorem 2. if {P.} is a non-negative sequence of botmded variation and if
oo

Xla.1/Pv<co, then the seqnence {cv.} is summable iN] P.[.
p=:1

   Proof of theorem 2. We have, by the definitioii,

                  i;t -i･-i - il;. Ill. l, pp ctp - pl.., tll'l]ii pp (tv



                 = ]$. pnan-( ili. ww pi. ) tll'lilip' cu'

                 i Ii - f2, say.

   But, by the hypotheses we have

                     tF/.,ifi i ;;gi K,S., i `i･: i < ...

While, for every m>. I, we have

                  ttt'i1l2I--<tt/iip.lm,-S,, ISt:=iPvap

                  iiSi K i. il;,..,(ii"l:. l, - Ili. ) II'll..I[ at" i

                  $K'iZ.-.,iE`tv,Itlill'll., (p.i., me lili;, )

                   ="'tll'Simii`uvi( Npl, - ill , )

                  s.gK':.,' [ ille i

                  < oo.

Hence,

                  XII,l < oo.

                  7t

   Consequently, collecting our estimations we have

                               ttttt
                  X1 L}1. - };,-i 1 ==Zl Ii nv f2 1 < oo･

                  it n
   That is, the sequence {a.} is summableIN, P.I.

   This completes the proof of our theorem 2.
                                    4)   Next, in analogy to U. Kakkar's results, we shall give some results con-

cerning the iteration product, for the convenience of the reader and for the

sake of completeness.

   Theorem 3. J.f {P.} is a non-negative seqaence of bounded variation and

sequence {a.} is summableilV, P,,lthen

                  I(N, P,,)"(Y) [ = IN, P. I･
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   The result follows from the identity

                                    1
                           jYn = Sn ' 7an'

   Theorem 4. ILI' {P.} is a non-negntive sequence of bounded variation and

Xla.1/P. is convergent, then

                   l(N, Pn)'(Y)l < 'lAi, PnI'

   The result follows from the Theorems 2 and 3.

   Theorem 5. Let {P.} be a non-negative sequence of bounded variation and

                     XlS.I/{(p -l- 1)P,} < oo.

    Then,

                   I(Ai, Pn)'T(Y)f pt KIV, Pn)'<C, 1)[,

where T is the transformation from the sequence {y.} to {v.} and

                   Vn " ni1(-ll- Yo +Yi ÷''' hi- Yn)'

                                                                1
   Proof of theorem 5. By the definition, we have, obviously, y. =: s. --{}- a.,

so ehat,

       vn + 2(nS'+' 1) = Ye +22N(h1'l')-- 2Y" -P 2(nSi- 1rm)

                    Se -- (Se + Sl> + (Sl + S2) +'''+ (Sn-1 mim Sn) + Sn

                                   2(n+1)

                    Se MY SI -""''+ Sn

                       n+1 '

   Hence, we have

                  o.=-S" + Sn' ++ 'i'+ S" ==Vn +'2 (nS'+' 1)'

   Obviously T is absolutely regular (i.e., transforms every absolutely con-

vergent sequence into a seqence absolutely convergent to the same limit).

Hence to prove the result we have to show that the sequence {s./(n I- 1)} is

iN P. I sttmmable. Now.the result directly follows from the application of

our theorem 2 with ev, == s./<v + 1),
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